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When Lars Karl Hjelle started it all in 1940, life along the elongated Norwegian coast was
tough. Located between deep fjords and majestic mountains the farmers in the small village of
Sykkylven started to build furniture in barns or cellars to ensure their own livelihood. They were
everyday heroes. Lars Karl Hjelle was one of these pioneers, and the initial wish to provide more
jobs led him to found LK Hjelle.


That is why we look closely after our precious heritage, work closely with great designers and
make all our furniture at our own factory in Sykkylven, Norway. True craftsmanship runs in our
blood. Our craftsmen and craftswomen still work with passion and pride. By continuing to focus
on craftsmanship and premium materials we ensure that our customers receive a supreme level
of quality.


Our close cooperation with both
Norwegian and international designers,
has made Hjelle known for innovative
furniture design. Many of our objects
have received awards, and today some
of them stands out as design icons. They
are products that will survive the
passage of time.


Surrounded by the wild, Norwegian
nature, we know how to appreciate the
environment. Timeless design and
substantial quality benefits the
environment. At Hjelle, a responsible
approach to our production and our
processes has always been a part of our
corporate and design philosophy. We,
therefore, work continuously to minimize
our environmental impact throughout all
processes from design to delivery.


The essence of Hjelle is to always create beautiful,
timeless pieces that will last for generations to come
– in form, quality and comfort.


Made by hand in Norway since 1940
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Chairs
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Ada & Adam
By Jonas Stokke 
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Sit right


Ada & Adam are petite and delicate, but welcomes you with an
outstanding comfort with extra focus on lumbar support. This creates the
perfect chair for long dinners, the home office or conference rooms. With
four different leg choices and two widths, you can customize it to your
needs.


Designed by Jonas Stokke 
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Circular model, designed for a long life. Ada (W: 54 cm) and Adam (W: 59 cm) are flexible
and can be adapted to new needs. The seat and back are supplied with removable covers
with a zip. Legs come in standard black lacquered steel. 


Ada & Adam
By Jonas Stokke


Width: 54/59 cm
Depth: 56 cm


80 cm


4 legs Swing and tilt


Move Office


48 cm


Width: 54/59 cm
Depth: 56 cm


Width: 54/59 cm
Depth: 56 cm


Width: 54/59 cm
Depth: 56 cm


80 cm 


With tilt, swing, wheels and raise/lower 


46-58 cm


80 cm


48 cm


80 cm


48 cm
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Soft seating
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Ami
By Takagi/Homstvedt 
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A forever friend


Contrast between hard and soft, fabric and steel. By decoupling the two, a
bold and purposeful furniture object was born. AMI means “much loved” in
Indian, and as this is a series where each piece of both the chair and sofa –
the frame, slipcover and upholstery – can individually be refurbished and
repaired, means that you will have and love AMI forever.


Designed by Takagi/Homstvedt 
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Choose between three different finishes on the frame: hammertone, matt black or sand.
Each piece of both the chair and sofa – the frame, slipcover and upholstery – can
individually be refurbished and repaired. 


 


Ami
By Takagi/Homstvedt


Height: 79 cm


Seating hight: 45,5 cm


184 cm


88 cm


Depth: 89 cm


Lounge chair


2-seater
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Arena
By Dag Hjelle
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The perfect everyday sofa


ARENA has a clean design that lasts undisturbed by time and helps this
model fit any style and most interiors. Due to its ergonomic cushions
ARENA has a unique seating comfort that makes the sofa stand out
from competing models – and allows you to be seated for hours. ARENA
is easily adapted to your individual needs by a numerous of opportunities
thanks to a great number of different lengths, seating heights and
options such as corner unit and chaiselounge. No wonder ARENA is a
popular sofa among our customers – and most likely ARENA is the
perfect everyday sofa for you too. Designed by Dag Hjelle
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ARENA is available in 1, 2 and 3 seater in various lengths, with corner solutions and chaise
lounges. Arena is available with armests in width 7 cm, 14 cm or 24 cm. The cushion covers
are removable for easier cleaning.


Arena
By Dag Hjelle
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Boy
By Norway Says
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Add a smile to your room 


BOY is an amusing and enjoyable pouf, both in form and use. BOY adds a
smile to your room and can be just that dash of colour you need. But since
BOY is easy to move it can also function as an extra seat or footstool – or
maybe even transfer the living room to a playground for your kid.


Designed by Norway Says 
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BOY is made of stressresistant polyurethane foam at varied densities and polyester fiber.


Boy
By Norway Says
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Falcon
By Sigurd Resell
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Elegant and timeless


Falcon First is an iconic piece of design history. The story started in
1971 when Sigurd Resell designed the chair, drawing great inspiration
from the hammock. The chair’s hanging construction provides a nice
movement and a unique seating comfort. An alegantand timeless
statement piece that fits both modern and classic interiors.  


Designed by Sigurd Resell
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Choose between matt black frame with black canvas or chrome frame with nature canvas.
Cushion with buttons (Falcon First) or with seams (Falcon Phoenix). 
 


Falcon
By Sigurd Resell


10
1 


cm
 


44 cm


Depth: 79 cm


Width: 77 cm


High back 


Low back


Footstool


Depth: 75 cm


Width: 77 cm


82
 c


m
 


Depth: 58 cm


Width: 58 cm


44 cm
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Frí
By Jonas Stokke
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A stayer


The task was to create an everyday sofa that provided high comfort
no matter what – and with a quality that lasts. Jonas Stokke wanted
to create a sofa free of unnecessary concepts, but with proportions
well worked through, a generous seating comfort, but without taking
up all your space. He succeeded. According to Jonas himself the
name of the sofa, «Frí», refers to just the fact that the sofa is free of
unnecessary «design concepts», but still it is a well proportioned,
comfortable and good-looking sofa. The result is Frí, the perfect
everyday sofa that will stay for many years without you getting bored.


Designed by Jonas Stokke 
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Frí is available in 2 seater, 3 seater, lounge chair and ottoman. The cushion covers are
removable for easier cleaning


Frí
By Jonas Stokke 
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Hal
By Norway Says
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A sense of lightness


HAL stands out by its straightforward lines and characteristic shape. Even though
the solid construction makes HAL suitable for public spaces, HAL features a sense
of lightness and minimalism that helps it adapt to any room. All dressed up in ox
leather HAL could easily become the perfect match for the private library.


Designed by Norway Says 
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HAL is available in 1-, 2- and 3-seater. Solid wooden frame structure covered with
stressresistant polyurethane foam at varied densities and polyester fiber. Steel base in
satin finish chrome.


Hal
By Norway Says
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Kavai
By Hallgeir Homstvedt
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Big on comfort


With its small size KAVAI is suitable for any space – alone in the reading nook,
as a pair in the living room or in groups of many in a lobby. KAVAI has a distinct
profile, with a slender body and a generous armrest. The armrest on KAVAI
envelops your body – much like a coat hugs your neck on a cold winter day.


Designed by Hallgeir Homstvedt 
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Kavai is available with a black lacquered metal frame.


Kavai
By Norway Says
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Lobby
By Dag Hjelle
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Full flex


Lobby offers many creative solutions and can be adapted to most situations.
It can be adapted to both smaller, intimate meeting situations and large
gatherings. Due to the smart coupling fittings, the arm and back parts can
be moved and the different modules can be switched around. The sofa has
removable covers on the seat, back and armrests for easy upholstery, which
gives the furniture a very long life.


Designed by Dag Hjelle
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A flexible sofa system that can easily be adapted to new needs and configurations. Back
and sides are the same and can change position, and can be moved without tools. Seat,
back and arm have removable covers attached with velcro for easier reupholstering, repair
and recycling. Legs come standard in black lacquered steel.


Lobby
By Dag Hjelle


Width: 63 cm
Depth: 63 cm


Width: 63 cm
Depth: 73 cm


Width: 63 cm
Depth: 73 cm


47 cm 


47 cm 


86 cm 


47 cm 


123 cm 


126 cm 


146 cm 


209 cm 


209 cm 


146 cm 


189 cm 
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Modell 711
By Fredrik A. Kayser 
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A timeless piece


Fredrik A. Kayser designs are characterized by a Danish inspired and Scandinavian tone. Among
them is the armchair MODELL 711. Despite having clear references to the mid-century design
era, the chair stands out as a timeless piece. MODELL 711 is just as relevant today as it was
when it was designed, and its Nordic aesthetic makes it easily adapt to modern architecture.
MODELL 711 stands out as a Norwegian design icon that will lasts for years to come.


Designed by Fredrik A. Kayser 
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Modell 711 is delivered with base in oiled or lacquered oak or lacquered walnut.


Modell 711
By Fredrik A. Kayser
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Mono
By Anderssen&Voll 
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Surprising comfort


MONO looks like a padded bench, but feels like a proper sofa. Hidden padding and a flexible
back provide a surprisingly high level of comfort. The neat size and the light expression allow
MONO to fit almost anywhere, and the seating height makes MONO highly suitable for the
dining table.


Designed by Anderssen&Voll
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MONO is available in 2- and 3-seater. Hidden padding and a flexible back provide
unexpected comfort due to the sofa’s slender expression.


Mono
By Anderssen&Voll
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Molto Flex
By Hallgeir Homstvedt & Norway Says
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A haven


MOLTO Flex is a sofa system that offers many creative options and solutions. MOLTO Flex is
adapted to smaller, intimate meeting situations. On the other hand, MOLTO Flex can easily
fit into a private living room thanks to its simplicity and classic form. In the high version,
MOLTO Flex is like a haven in noisy surroundings.


Designed by Hallgeir Homstvedt & Norway Says 
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MOLTO Flex ’s basic modules are 1, 2, and 3 seater in high or low version. The arm and
back parts can be moved and the different modules can be switched. The modular system
also allows you to build different corner solutions or open - ended sofas etc. MOLTO Flex is
delivered with fixed seat and with loose, reversible back cushions with covers that are
removable for easier cleaning. 


Molto Flex
By Hallgeir Homstvedt  & Norway Says
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Niu
By Hallgeir Homstvedt
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Open the box


NIU is inspired by a box that opens and gives you a glimpse of what lies hidden inside. The
walls lean back and to the side, giving the sofa a dynamic character that is interesting from
every angle. With its three basic modules, NIU can perfectly adapt to various spaces or
needs.


Designed by Hallgeir Homstvedt 
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NIU has three basic modules; 1,5 seater, 2 seater and 3 seater. The modular system is
highly flexible and allows you to build different corner and U-solutions, chaise lounges,
daybeds and open-ended sofas. NIU is delivered with fixed seat and advanced foam
structure for high comfort. The sofa has two back cushions per seat and one arm cushion
per armrest.


Niu
By Hallgeir Homstvedt 
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Niu
By Hallgeir Homstvedt 
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Niu
By Hallgeir Homstvedt 
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OK
By Norway Says
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It works


OK is a simple module system that can create different sofa solutions, only using four
different parts. The modules are easily assembled according to your needs and may be
grouped in new ways, as required. An advanced foam structure provides a very high comfort
and makes OK fit perfectly to your body.


Designed by Norway Says 
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Modular sofa with an advanced foam structure provides high comfort. The modules are
easily assembled, no tools needed.


OK
By Norway Says
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Pal
By Dag Hjelle
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A good pal


Pal is a great place to rest your feet after a long day or as an extra seat when having
company. The clean design makes it suitable for any space in company with other pieces.
Pal has a removable cover for easy reupholstery and is filled with styrofoam beads, which
makes it super light and easy to move around.


Designed by Dag Hjelle
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Pal is delivered with loosecover for easy at home reupholstery. In the insert for PAL,
EPS/Isopor is used, which is a non-toxic and environmentally friendly product if it is treated
correctly.


Pal
By Dag Hjelle


Ø: 48 cm


Ø: 48 cm


35 cm


45 cm


Pal 45


Pal 35
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Siesta Classic
By Ingmar Relling
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Design and function 


True to its origin and to Ingmar Relling’s original idea of the SIESTA chair – an elegant
design, an optimized use of materials and an outstanding comfort. The soft cushions make
SIESTA CLASSIC the typical easy chair, but the light frame gives the chair a beautiful sense
of lightness. Together, the cushions and the slightly flexible frame ensure a very high level of
seating comfort. The result? SIESTA CLASSIC is the perfect seat for relaxation, the perfect
spot for a classic siesta.


Designed by Ingmar Relling
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SIESTA is delivered with a frame in natural lacquered or black lacquered plywood. Canvas
is delivered in nature colour or black with a matching cord.


Siesta Classic
By Ingmar Relling


High back High back with armrests


Low back Low back with armrests


Footstool
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Siesta Fiora 
By Ingmar Relling
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Sculptural silhouette


The eye-catching, sculptural silhouette gives SIESTA FIORA an elegant, sleek appearance
and makes the chair easily adapt to any room or space without losing its great comfort and
distinctive character. Once you have tried it, you will without a doubt fall in love.
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Designed by Ingmar Relling







SIESTA FIORA is available with or without a neck cushion. SIESTA is delivered with a frame
in natural lacquered or black lacquered plywood. Canvas is delivered in nature colour or
black with a matching cord.


Siesta Fiora 
By Ingmar Relling


High back High back with armrests


Low back Low back with armrests


Footstool
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Siesta Ovis
By Ingmar Relling
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Ovis = Sheep


To celebrate Siesta’s traditions and use of natural materials the chair got a new suit in 2021.
Sheepskin is a traditional material used by mankind for centuries due to its properties such
as warmth and durability. «Ovis» means sheep in Latin, hence the name: Siesta Ovis. Its soft
and cosy appearance invites you to sit for hours and makes for the perfect spot to relax!
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Designed by Ingmar Relling







SIESTA OVIS is delivered in three different colors of sheepskin; Moonlight (white), Maple
(brown) and Scandinavian Grey. Armrests are delivered in matching leather color. SIESTA is
delivered with a frame in natural lacquered or black lacquered plywood. Canvas is delivered
in nature colour or black with a matching cord.


Siesta Ovis
By Ingmar Relling


High back High back with armrests


Low back Low back with armrests


Footstool
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Siesta Trio 
By Ingmar Relling
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Modern attitude and playful design


SIESTA TRIO applauds the classic icon’s great correlation between design and function, but
at the same time emphasises Siesta’s ability to stay unaffected by time. SIESTA TRIO has
three separate cushions that all together offer your body a unique comfort and extra support
for your lower back. The threefold expression gives the chair a modern attitude and a playful
design.
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Designed by Ingmar Relling







SIESTA TRIO is delivered in six different standard colour fabric combinations. Armrests are
delivered in matching fabric and leather trim. SIESTA is delivered with a frame in natural
lacquered or black lacquered plywood. Canvas is delivered in nature colour or black with a
matching cord.


Siesta Trio
By Ingmar Relling


High back High back with armrests


Low back Low back with armrests


Footstool
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Ugo
By Norway Says
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Beauty in every angle


UGO was designed to look beautiful at every angle, even from behind. At the same time the
organic curves challenge the more conventional seating and make you find new and exciting
ways to sit. The result is a funky sitting landscape where three different module sizes can be
combined in different ways and perfectly adapt to various spaces. The modules can be
assembled, as required, into small sofa islands or larger groups.


Designed by Norway Says 
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Solid wooden frame structure covered with stressresistant polyurethane foam at varied
densities and polyester fiber. Steel base in satin finish chrome. The modules are easily
assembled, no tools needed.


Ugo
By Norway Says
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Tables and accessories
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Mio
By Takagi/Homstvedt
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Practical beauty


You may recognize Mio´s design details from our Ami series, also designed by
Takagi/Homstvedt. But Mio has a life of its own with its simple yet well thought trough
details, it compliments any interior. Featuring a lapped steel framework that supports two
circular plates, Mio simultaneously references modernist architecture with its daring
cantilevers and the primitive legibility of Enzo Mari’s Autoprogettazione. The practical
bottom shelf creates extra space for storage.


Designed by Takagi/Homstvedt 
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Mio
By Takagi/Homstvedt


Mio glass/stone


Mio wood 


Diameter: 97 cm


Diameter: 97 cm


Height: 41 cm


Height: 42 cm


Tinted glass and Larvikitt stone
Shelf in Norwegian natural stone extracted from Lundh’s quarry in Larvik


Solid oak
Available in oiled, white oiled, lacquered or black stained
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Day
By Norway Says
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The elegant assistant


DAY is a light side table with a small size, but with a height that makes it glide perfectly over
the sofa cushions. In that way, you can have the teacup or computer within easy reach while
you sit in the sofa. An elegant assistant and everyday helper.


Designed by Norway Says 
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DAY has a wooden top and metal stand that is lacquered in white or anthracite.


Day
By Norway Says
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Twin
By Norway Says
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The more the merrier


As the name implies, TWIN has two separate but identical table tops. As quadruplets or in
groups of many TWIN creates an inspiring and playful pattern.
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Designed by Norway Says 







TWIN has a wooden top and metal stand that is lacquered in white or anthracite.


Twin
By Norway Says
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Kibun cushions 
By Hvass&Hannibal
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Stay playful


The designers Hvass & Hannibal do fun, mischievous and anarchist projects. A common
thread through the production is generosity, empathy and sometimes the almost childish.
The exotic landscapes they experienced as children are revealed in their work as adults. The
pillow-collection for Hjelle is a result created from this universe. The fabric is woven in fine
wool quality at Innvik/Kvadrat and Kristina Aas.


Designed by Hvass&Hannbal 
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Close between six different patterns. The fabric is woven in fine wool quality at
Innvik/Kvadrat and Kristina Aas.


Kibun cushions
By Hvass&Hannibal


Regn Kyst


HorisontGlimt


Måneskinn Mørketid
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